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　　□ Main Program Panel Discussion

　　□ Global IMONI, Local dish of Sendai

　　□ Tea ceremony in Date-Way hospitality

Please enjoy a local dish “Sendai-way pot dish of 

potato”. We prepare several kinds of IMONI,such as 

vegetarian IMONI and fish IMONI and chicken 

IMONI.Foreign people can enjoy without feeling the 

difficulty because of the lack of the foreign menu and 

various dietary restrictions.

It is a tea ceremony by Chado Urasenke Tankokai Miyagi 

branch youth group. Ms.Kayoko Sen,wife of head of Urasenke 

Soshitu Sen 14th and she is the only woman honorary 

citizen.She made every effort to popularize tea ceremony

to the world. “Peacefulness through one bowl”.Please enjoy 

tea with a feeling to pray for peace.

Tsunenaga Hasekura showed positive attitude of understanding different culture and sense of values.

Four years passed from an earthquake disaster,Sendai is in the stage of revival we may learn from his way 

of life.Please enjoy real martial arts demonstration.

The evaluation of Sendai as a livable city is high both from Japanese and foreigners living in Sendai.

However there is not much number of the tourists visiting Sendai.

It is an important problem how to entice foreign tourists visiting Sendai.

Sendai to be loved from the world and to live happily together,how should we act as a citizen of Sendai ?

For privatization of Senda i airport,enticing tourists in Tokyo Olympics,

it is an urgent problem how attract foreign tourists to Sendai.

Administration,companies, various groups are promoting attractiveness of Sendai.

We,as a citizens of Sendai are required to understand the foreign culture and sense of values and

think about the future of Sendai.We are looking forward to many people taking this opportunity.

Panelists are Ms.Sarah Marie Cummings Woman of the year 

2002 prize winner and Mr.Yukimoto Ito deputy mayor of 

Sendai and Mr.Ryotaro Sakurai the specialist of inbound from 

foreign countries. Let’s think together to make Sendai to be 

loved from the world.

■ The aim of the project


